
COVID- 19 SAFETY PROCEDURES 

 

 



 Upon arrival parents and swimmers will now enter up the 
stairs on the left - where they will find a screening station. Our 
screener will take temperatures and spray sanitizer. Parents 
will need to fill in a checklist and sign. THIS WAY WE ALSO 
ACHIEVE ONE WAY TRAFFIC 

 

 A new student form and terms and conditions need to be 
handed in with your first lesson.  

 

 No person with a temperature of 37.5 or higher, or presenting 
with any symptoms related to COVID-19 will be permitted to 
enter the premises  

 

 Instructors will work with transparent face shields at all times 
and will be screened daily before entering the pool area. 

 

 We will have sanitizing stations at the gate, at the screening 
station, in the dressing room area as well as at the exit. 
Parents and students are to make use of these at all times.  

 

 Upon arrival signs/stickers will indicate to parents and 
swimmers where to stand - enforcing a 1.5m distance  

 

 Our chairs will be placed 1.5m apart at poolside and in the 
waiting area. UNDER NO CIRSMUSTANCES MAY CHAIRS 
BE MOVED 

 

 All parents are required to wear masks upon entering the 
swim school and keep it on for the duration that they are 
here. Children over the age of 3 are also encouraged to wear 
a mask or shield until their lesson commences.  

 

 The entire waiting area and poolside will be cleaned with 
Aqua-Ster every day to ensure optimal hygiene. There will be 
intermittent cleaning and checks done throughout the 
teaching day as well. 



COVID- 19 SAFETY PROCEDURES 

 

 

 Only one parent/guardian will be permitted to accompany 
swimmers.  

 

 We ask that swimmers arrive dressed for their lesson 
 

 Arrival of maximum 5 minutes prior to the start of a lesson is 
allowed as we need to manage the amount of people in the 
pool area.  

 

 Parents and swimmers are urged to get dressed immediately 
after their lesson and exit the swim school promptly.  

 As far as possible we ask that siblings stay at home - if it is 
not possible they are welcome to come along but they will not 
be permitted to walk around etc. 

 

 Parents and swimmers in the waiting area have to stay there 
until asked to come down for their lesson. Under no 
circumstances may children be left unattended or be allowed 
to roam around the swim school.  

 

 Toys and equipment will be kept separate (in a group lesson 
each swimmer will have their own basket). NO SHARING OF 
EQUIPMENT. Equipment will be disinfected daily after use.  

 


